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American Economic Review. Menasha, WI: American Economic Association, 1911- . Quarterly. Print resource, and Online Format.
URL: http://www.aeaweb.org/aer/index.php.
 
First published in 1911, the journal is one of the oldest and most respected economics journals in America.  The journal is
available both in print and electronically.  The journal's website allows searching of articles from 2002 to present, and searchable
fields include title, abstract, and author's name. Results will display bibliographic information and abstracts, but payment is
required to view and download full-text articles.  Articles are also available through the JSTOR database.  The May issue is called
"Papers and Proceedings" and features selected papers from the American Economic Association's annual meeting. Print back
issues are also available for purchase through the journal's website. (JNH 200945-673-900 N)
 

 
Cambridge Journal of Economics.  Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977- .  Bi-monthly.  Print and online formats.  URL:
http://cje.oxfordjournals.org/.
 
This is a subscription-based scholarly journal, established in 1977, and published on behalf of the Cambridge Political Economy
Society.  It focuses on theoretical and applied aspects of economics, in addition to research in the field of economics. Recent
topics covered include corporate accountability and the global financial crisis.  While the Cambridge Journal of Economics is a
valuable resource to scholars in the field of Economics, it is also a journal that aims to reach an audience of non-specialists. It is
available in print and electronic formats.  The online format features extensive search capabilities, such as the option to search by
date, author, title, abstract, and/or words in the text of the article. (MEB 201025-673-900 N)
 

 
Contemporary Economic Policy.  Hoboken, NJ: Wiley-Blackwell, 1982- .  Quarterly.  Print and online formats.  URL:
http://www.wiley.com/bw/journal.asp?ref=1074-3529&site=1.  
 
Contemporary Economic Policy is a scholarly, subscription-based journal that was started in 1982.  It is affiliated with the Western
Economic Association International (a non-profit, educational organization for economists) and focuses on research and analysis
of public economic policy.  Examples of issues covered by this journal include global warming and intellectual property.  Its
intended audience includes scholars and policymakers.  Contemporary Economic Policy is available in both print and electronic
formats. (MEB 201025-673-900 N)
 

 
Economics and Politics. SSN: 0954-1985. Wiley Press. 1989-. Three issues per year. Print and online formats. URL:
http://www.wiley.com/bw/journal.asp?ref=0954-1985.
 
Economics and Politics focuses on domestic and international analytical political economy, which they define as "the study of
economic and political phenomena and policy in models that include political processes, institutions and markets." The journal is
edited by Peter Rosendorff (New York University) with three university-affiliated co-editors and an editorial board. Through the
journal’s website, users can freely access a complete archive of the journal’s issues. The website also offers early access to articles
before they are published in print.  (KLLB 201015-673-900 N)
 

 
Journal of Economic Literature. Menasha, WI: American Economic Association, 1963- .  Quarterly. Print resource, CD, and Online
format. URL: http://www.e-jel.org.
 
This publication is available quarterly as a print journal, PDF files on CD, and as an online resource.  The CD includes an archive of
the publication from 1994; the December CD also includes a subject-indexed list of North American dissertations in the field of
economics.  The journal covers over 400 current English language journals and contains abstracts, journal content listings,
classified subject index of articles, reviews of books by subject,  survey articles, annotated bibliographies, and lists of current
North American dissertations.  Those subscribing to the online version, E-JEL, have access to all back issues through December
1994 if they are members of the American Economic Association, or 2002 Sociology Dictionaries and Encyclopedias--Specialized
for non-members. The classified subject indexes are compiled in EconLit under the title: Index of Economic Articles in Journals
and Collective Volumes. (C-26) (KDD 200925-673-900 U)
 

 
Journal of Economic Theory. Elsevier Press. (1968-). Six issues per year. Online. URL:
http://jet.arts.cornell.edu/Main.html.
 
According to the Journal of Economic Theory’s website, JET is now the leading journal of economic theory. This journal
publishes original research concerning theories. Its emphasis is on analyzing models within economics through a theoretical
framework. According to the editors, JET is “one of the nine core journals in all of economics” and ranks “fourth in impact-
adjusted citations.” Among the articles found in this journal are the highly cited “Public goods in networks” by Bramoulle,
Y. & Kranton, R. Also, “Contest architecture” by Moldovanu, B. & Sela, A. Researchers looking for strong qualitative
research should use this journal as a main source of material. (RV 201115-673-901 N)
 

 
Journal of Political Economy. University of Chicago Press. (1892-). URL: http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/loi/jpe/
 
This subscription-based bimonthly publication is available online and in print. JPE was first published in 1892 and is one of the
most esteemed economic journals. JPE publishes both theoretical and empirical economics and covers a wide variety of topics
such as monetary theory, fiscal policy, labor economics, development, micro and macroeconomic theory, international trade and
finance, industrial organization, and social economics. JPE strives to publish articles that cover the most current and important
issues in the field. (JPT 201015-673-501 N)
 

 
The Quarterly Journal of Economics. Harvard University. 1886-. Print and online.
URL: http://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/qjec/current
 
This is the oldest professional journal in the field of economics published in the English language. Traditionally, the focus of this
subscription-based journal has been on microtheory, but the publication now takes submissions from all economics fields
including empirical and theoretical macroeconomics. This is considered a leading journal in the field and one of the most
reputable sources for economics articles. The journal’s 2009 ISI impact factor and Journal Citation Report (JCR) ranking was 5.647,
the second highest among all economics journals.  The website also includes upcoming articles that will be published in the next
issue of the journal. (SDK 201015-673-501 N)
 

 
Theoretical Economics. Econometric Society. 2006-. URL: http://econtheory.org/
 
This is an open-access, peer-reviewed journal available on the web as a product Econometric Society. The journal is published
three times a year electronically (January, May, and September) and is now also published in print with Econometrica. This journal
publishes articles in both applied and pure economic theory, but all articles must be rooted in significant and innovative theories
of economics.  The website also includes a list of upcoming articles that will be published in future issues. (SDK 201015-673-501
N)
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